
Team Name: Team 3 Explorers 
Scientist Names: Don LaFrenier & Sarah Scarlett 
Date, Time, and Duration: 1/25/18, 5 P.M., 1 hour 
Location: GLRC 316 
Attendance: Tony Powell, Jeremy M. Barker, Josh Fosdick, Alex Person, Nic Fosdick, Gary 
Spikberg, Tom Page, Riley Mulford, Nathan Moon, Erin Richie, Don LaFrenier, Sarah Scarlett, 
Ryan Williams 
 
Discussion Items: 

1. Users, current and future. Whose stories are we aiming to capture with this app? Who 

will be using the app to tell those stories?  

a. Targeting people who want to share connections with the Keweenaw 

b. The elderly, their young, students 

c. Connect family stories with a geographical anchor 

2. Is the goal of the project preservation or education about the stories of the Keweenaw? 

a. See above, connection/family/conversation 

3. How many users are we looking at during one point in time? Overall? 

a. Bandwidth does not seem to be a concern 

4. What is the scope of what you want? Are we rebuilding the story submission? or are we 

editing the existing one? 

a. Allow people to upload video and audio 

b. Flexible scope 

i. Interface to view video 

ii. Form can be updated minimally to accept media uploads but can be 

updated as time allows 

1. Sounds like they’d like to update the upload form (like dollar shave 

club!) progressive queries 

2. Perhaps a question based interface 



3. Also consider improving form accessibility  

iii. Back-end infrastructure changes to support video / audio uploads 

What is your current cost per month? Do you plan to maintain that? Should we stay 

within that realm? 

5. Are you in need of the ability to login? (Some things private/ login vs. no log in at the 

same time?)  

a. Not in the current scope 

6. Have you considered a review system? if so how does the existing flagging system bring 

points to your attention? Should this system be improved? 

a. Improvements not in current scope at the moment 

7. Have you considered privacy features? What kind of security would be expected to 

support private information? What kind of private information would be desired? 

8. have you considered the mobile implications of the recording function given the explorer 

is not in a mobile ready state? 

a. Forward thinking to future mobile updates, even though current iterations of the 

explorer are not mobile friendly 

9. Aesthetics of new features, should it follow the same aesthetic of the explorer? or do 

something new? 

10. Expectations vs. Reality of mobile web-app vs desktop. web-app 

11. Will this increase your operating cost? if so can the budget handle this increase? 

12. Have you considered storage demands? Is the server adequately equipped to handle 

audio and video files from the current user base/numbers? Future user base/numbers? 



13. Demands of viewing video? Methods of viewing (downloads/streaming) 

14. Where will this code live? will we be working off of the github Dr. Pastel provides? 

a. Pastel has forked a small demo repo for us to dev on, and push to a test cPanel 

 


